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Effect of Geometrical Modeling
on the Prediction of LaserInduced Heat Transfer
in Metal Foam
Over the past several decades, aluminum foam (Al-foam) has found increasing popularity
in industrial applications due to its unique material properties. Unfortunately, till date
Al-foam can only be affordably manufactured in flat panels, and it becomes necessary to
bend the foam to the final shape that is required in engineering applications. Past studies
have shown that thin cell walls crack and collapse when conventional mechanical bending methods are used. Laser forming, on the other hand, was shown to be able to bend
the material without causing fractures and cell collapse. This study was focused on the
thermal aspects of laser forming of closed-cell Al-foam. An infrared camera was used to
measure the transient temperature response of Al-foam to stationary and moving laser
sources. Moreover, three different numerical models were developed to determine how
much geometrical accuracy is needed to obtain a good agreement with experimental
data. Different levels of geometrical complexity were used, including a simple solid geometry, a Kelvin-cell based geometry, and a highly accurate porous geometry that was
based on an X-ray computed tomography (CT) scan. The numerical results were validated with the experimental data, and the performances of the numerical models were
compared. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4033927]
Keywords: laser forming, metal foam, geometrical modeling, heat transfer, numerical
simulation
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1

Introduction

Al-foam is a relatively new material that has stimulated a lot of
interest due to its high strength to weight ratio and its excellent
shock and noise absorption properties [1]. Al-foam can be manufactured in many different ways, yet it is most commonly manufactured in flat panels [2]. In many engineering applications such
as car bumpers or spacecraft components, however, Al-foam
needs to be in specific shapes. Since near-net shape manufacturing
is difficult and expensive, it becomes necessary to bend Al-foam
to the desired shape. Bending Al-foam is not trivial because the
cell walls can only sustain low stresses and crack easily. As a consequence, conventional mechanical bending methods cause fracture and cell collapse [3,4]. Therefore, an alternative bending
method is needed.
Laser forming is an alternative advanced manufacturing method
used to bend materials. The process is well understood for solid
materials, and many aspects of the process have been studied previously. Li and Yao, for instance, studied the laser forming under
constant line energy as well as strain rate effects during laser
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forming [5,6]. Cheng and Yao studied the cooling effects during
multiscan experiments and microstructural changes in steel during
laser forming [7,8]. The laser-forming process has also been studied for sheets of varying thicknesses [9], and algorithms have
been developed for process synthesis [10].
Previous studies have shown that laser forming can successfully
bend metal foams as well. Guglielmotti et al. [11] and Quadrini
et al. [12] investigated the feasibility of laser forming of Al-foam
sandwich panels and open-cell Al-foams for different power levels, scanning speeds, sheet thicknesses, and foam densities. They
found that laser forming of Al-foam is possible without cell collapse and skin delamination. The maximum number of scan lines
was found to be limited by foam densification, melting, and crack
growth on the bottom surface. The optimum processing conditions
and the corresponding maximum bending angles were determined.
The experimental results were limited to bending angle measurements, and heat transfer issues were not addressed. Moreover, no
numerical studies have been performed yet.
Santo et al. [13] and Quadrini et al. [14] extended the previous
parametrical study to large-pore open-cell Al-foams. They first
introduced numerical schemes that explicitly modeled the foam
geometry. Uncoupled sequential thermal and mechanical models
were used, and the material data for AlSi7Mg were temperaturedependent. The numerical model was indirectly validated using a
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three-point bending test, but no comparison was made between
the experimental and numerical laser forming results. The heat
transfer results were limited to color contour plots and timehistory curves at selected points, and no detailed discussion was
performed of the underlying heat transfer aspects of laser forming.
In addition, the microstructural changes in Al-foam during laser
forming have been studied as well as the effect of heat treatments
on the mechanical properties of Al-foam [15,16]. Again, no comparison was made between the numerical and experimental data,
and similar heat transfer results were reported as in the previous
studies.
More recently, Zhang et al. used laser forming on closed-cell
Al-foam [17]. They developed two types of numerical models in
uncoupled thermomechanical analyses. The first model assumed a
solid geometry and used foam material properties, while the second model used an explicit geometry with solid material properties. The models were employed to analyze both the temperature
history during laser scans as well as the mechanical response of
the foam during laser forming. Zhang et al. was the first group to
compare numerical bending angles with experimentally measured
bending angles. However, the heat transfer results of the numerical simulations were not verified experimentally. Moreover, a
highly simplified explicit porous model was used, as will be discussed later.
The current study was focused on the heat transfer aspects of
laser forming of closed-cell Al-foam that is shown in Fig. 1.
While laser forming is a thermomechanical process, one may
uncouple the thermal process from the mechanical process and
use the thermal results as initial conditions for the mechanical
analysis. Hence, a good understanding of the heat flow and the
transient temperature profiles during laser forming is vital to
explain why and under which circumstances foams can bend.
Especially from a numerical standpoint, accurate thermal simulations are the key for performing successful mechanical simulations. In order to determine the best way to model Al-foam,
several numerical models with different levels of geometrical
complexities were compared. The models included an equivalent
model with a solid geometry, a Kelvin-cell model with a Kelvincell geometry, and a voxel model with a geometry that was based
on an X-ray CT scan. The numerical models were then validated
by experimental data, which were obtained using an infrared camera to measure the transient response of Al-foam during laser
pulses and laser scans.

2

where g is the gravitational acceleration, b is the volumetric
expansion coefficient of the gas, DTc is the maximum temperature
gradient over a single cavity, d is the cavity diameter, and qg and
lg are the density and dynamic viscosity of the gas, respectively.
The Grashof number describes the ratio of buoyant forces to viscous forces. If Gr < 1000, viscous forces are dominant over buoyant forces, and natural convection is suppressed [18]. In the
current study, the Grashof number was 1 order of magnitude
smaller than the threshold, and thus, the contribution of natural
convection inside the cavities was negligible. Finally, the radiation heat flux in metal foams is governed by a combination of
Boltzmann’s law and the Beer Lambert law [19]
qf

3
teks qs t
krad ¼ 4erTavg

(2)

where e is the emissivity, r is the Boltzmann constant, Tavg is the
average between the top and the bottom surface temperatures, t is
the sheet thickness, ks is the solid thermal conductivity, and qf/qs
is the solid volume fraction. In the current study, the maximum
contribution of radiative heat transfer was calculated to be around
3% of the total heat transfer. Therefore, radiation had a higher
impact than gas conduction and gas convection, but its contribution was still negligible.

2.2 Numerical Models. Numerical simulations of the laserforming process are very powerful since they can determine the
best processing parameters without having to perform an excessive amount of experiments. For metal foams, numerical simulations become even more important since foams can have different
densities and mass distributions, and thus, the number of process
parameters is even greater than in solid laser forming.
In this study, three different numerical models were used and
are shown in Fig. 2. The first model strove to simulate the complex laser-forming process with the simplest possible model

Background

2.1 Heat Transfer in Metal Foams. There are four different
mechanisms through which heat can be transferred in foams: (1)
solid conduction, (2) gas conduction through the cavities, (3) natural convection inside the cavities, and (4) radiation heat transfer.
Since the thermal conductivities of metals are generally very
large, most of the heat transfer occurs through solid conduction.
In the current study, the maximum contribution of gas conduction
was calculated to be around 0.2%, which is negligible. Natural
convection inside the cavities is governed by the Grashof number
Gr ¼

Fig. 1
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Closed-cell Al-foam specimen after laser forming
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(1)

Fig. 2 (a) Equivalent model, (b) Kelvin-cell model, and (c) voxel
model
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geometry, which is a solid. In the second model, the foam geometry was approximated using a Kelvin-cell geometry, which will be
referred to as Kelvin-cell model. The goal was to use an approximate geometry that is easy to generate but still as representative
of the actual foam geometry as possible. The third and final
model, which will be referred to as voxel model, aimed to replicate the exact foam geometry by using a finite element method
(FEM) model that was based on an X-ray CT scan. The first model
is called an equivalent model, while the latter two models fall into
the category of explicit porous models.
2.2.1 Equivalent Model. Equivalent models have a solid geometry and use foam material properties. They are rather widely
applicable and have been used for different types of laser processes in the past. Mukarami et al. [20], for instance, used an equivalent model for laser welding of porous lotus-type magnesium,
and Yilbas et al. [21] used an equivalent model for laser cutting of
Al-foam. In both cases, phase changes had to be taken into consideration, which were of no concern in the current study. Moreover,
Mukarami et al. used anisotropic material properties due to the
elongated shapes of the pores, whereas this study assumed isotropic material behavior. An equivalent model was also used by
Zhang et al. to model laser-forming of Al-foam [17]. In their
study, however, the solid volume fraction of the Al-foam was
more than twice the solid volume fraction of the foam that was
used in this study, which was only 11%. This study thus investigated whether even low-density closed-cell foams may be
approximated with a solid geometry.
The main challenge associated with equivalent models is the
determination of the equivalent material properties. For a heat
transfer analysis, three material properties are required: the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity. The density of the
foam can be measured, and the equivalent specific heat of the
foam is approximately equal to the specific heat of the solid material out of which the foam is made [19,20,22]. The equivalent
thermal conductivity, on the other hand, needs to be determined.
In most cases, temperature-dependent data only exist for the solid
material out of which the foam is made but not for the foam itself.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to relate the equivalent thermal
conductivity to the corresponding solid thermal conductivity. This
can be done with many different methods that are summarized in
Refs. [23,24]. In this study, three different methods were compared to highlight the important role that foam properties play in
equivalent models. In the first two methods, the foam thermal conductivity keq was related to the solid thermal conductivity ks
through the volume fraction qf/qs and a shape factor fz
keq ¼ ks

qf
fz
qs

(3)

The first method determined the shape factor by assuming that the
foam structure may be represented as a Voronoi model with the
random morphological microstructure that was proposed by Lu
and Chen [25]. In the second method, the shape factor was visually determined by measuring the cross-sectional areas Ai and the
angular orientations ci of the cell walls as shown in Fig. 3 [26]
n
X

fz ¼

Ai cos2 ðci Þ

i¼1
n
X

Fig. 3 Determining the equivalent thermal conductivity using
the visual method by calculating the cross-sectional areas and
the angular orientations of the cell walls

geometry. They generally fall into two categories, which may be
called approximate models and “exact” CT-based models. Approximate models assume a unit cell geometry and repeat the geometry to generate a full-scale model. Zhang et al., for instance,
used spherical unit cells in a closed-packed arrangement to simulate closed-cell Al-foam [17]. While being extremely simple to
model, spherical cavity models have the major disadvantage that
the minimum volume fraction is limited to 27%. Moreover, they
overestimate the material accumulation at cell intersections and
underestimate the minimum cell wall thickness. An alternative
unit cell geometry is the Kelvin cell, which was used in this study
and has also been used for compression and impact tests by De
Giorgi et al. [27] and Mills et al. [28], respectively. In both studies, the Kelvin-cell model was exclusively used for mechanical
analyses, and no thermal simulations were performed. Furthermore, the foam cell wall thicknesses were very thin in both studies, which allowed for the simplification of the geometry by using
shell elements. In the current study, however, no such simplifications could be used. De Giorgi et al. also introduced a more sophisticated approximated model that used randomly oriented
ellipsoids of different sizes [27]. The resulting microstructure was
rather close to the real foam, and a good agreement was achieved
with experimental compression test data. However, the model
required sophisticated algorithms to generate the random geometry, which defeated the original purpose of using an approximated
geometry.
The second category of explicit porous models is based on CTscans. CT-scans use X-rays and can thus measure the internal
structure of Al-foam at a high resolution. The result of a CT-scan
is a point cloud that gives the attenuation coefficient at every point
of the measured object. For Al-foams that are filled with air cavities, the point cloud contains zeros for air and finite values for
aluminum. In order to obtain an FEM model from the CT-scan,
the point cloud needs to be translated into a solid geometry. This
was done by simply converting each solid data point of the point
cloud into cubical volumes, called voxels. The advantage of this
approach over other existing approaches explained in Ref. [23] is
that the implementation is straightforward to perform and directly
generates a solid geometry that can be used in an FE software.
The numerical simulations were performed in the commercial
FEM software ABAQUS. The governing equation for the numerical
simulations was Fourier’s law

(4)
Ai

q ¼ krT

(5)

i¼1

Finally, in the third method, experimental laser-forming data
were used to tune the equivalent thermal conductivity while all the
remaining variables and processing parameters were left constant.
2.2.2 Explicit Porous Models. Explicit porous models use
solid material properties and aim to replicate the closed-cell foam
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Linear eight-node brick elements DC3D8 were used for the equivalent and the voxel models, and linear four-node tetrahedrons
DC3D4 were used for the Kelvin-cell model. For the equivalent
model, a refined mesh was used close to the laser scan line to
ensure that high temperature gradients could be captured. A FORTRAN subroutine DFLUX was employed to model the Gaussian
laser beam. An algorithm was used within the subroutine to adjust
DECEMBER 2016, Vol. 138 / 121008-3
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the beam radius with varying depth. The absorption coefficient of
the model was set equal to the experimentally measured absorption coefficient that will be discussed in Sec. 4.1.

3

Experimental Procedures

A hypoeutectic closed-cell Al-foam was used containing
7 wt. % silicon. The foam was manufactured at the Northeastern
University of China using a melt-foaming method that is
explained in Ref. [22], using TiH2 as a foaming agent and calcium
to increase the viscosity of the liquid aluminum. Its volume fraction was 11% and its density was 279 kg/m3. Temperaturedependent material properties of AlSi7 were extracted from Ref.
[29]. The Al-foam was manufactured in the form of large bricks
that were afterward cut into 100 mm  35 mm  50 mm blocks
using end mill tools. These blocks were afterward sliced using
slitting cutters to obtain a total of 20 specimens with dimensions
of 100 mm  35 mm  10 mm.
A GSI-Lumonics 2 kW Nd:Yag laser was used with a minimum
spot size of 1 mm and a wavelength of 1064 nm. The specimens
were clamped onto a six degree-of-freedom St€aubli RX1300 robot
and scanned underneath the laser source as shown in Fig. 4. A
long-wavelength infrared camera with a maximum frame rate of
120 Hz was used to generate close-up thermal measurements. A
specimen holder stage was made that allowed mounting the IR
camera below and on the top of the specimen. The top surface
was imaged at a 45 deg angle to prevent the IR camera from interfering with the laser.
Stationary laser experiments were performed at 30 W using a
defocused laser beam with a 6 mm radius. The laser center was
aimed at cell wall intersections to minimize the amount of radiation absorbed within the cavities. During the laser application, the
top and bottom temperature distributions were measured in real
time at 120 Hz. The tests were repeated at multiple locations on

Fig. 4

Experimental setup
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several specimens to statistically account for the irregularities in
the foam structure.
Laser scan experiments were performed at 50 W using a defocused laser beam radius of 6 mm. The specimens were scanned
across the entire width at scanning speeds of 2.5 mm/s, 3.33 mm/s,
and 5 mm/s. The temperatures were again measured in real time at
120 Hz on the top and bottom surfaces. The specimens were
scanned in the x-direction close to the center of the specimen.
Multiple scans were performed on several specimens, and for
each scan, the y-position was varied slightly.

4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Thermal Imager Calibration. Aluminum is a gray body
with a low emissivity, and its emissivity can change dramatically
as a function of position, surface texture, and temperature. In
order to minimize the uncertainty in the emissivity value, the test
specimens were coated with black graphite paint, which is a material known to have a very high emissivity. To measure the emissivity of the graphite paint, a coated aluminum specimen was
heated to 100  C, 200  C, 300  C, and 400  C in a tube furnace,
and the emissivity value in the IR camera was adjusted until the
measured temperature matched the furnace temperature. The
emissivity remained constant at 0.92 for all the temperatures. As a
result, a constant emissivity of 0.92 was used for all the
experiments.
The spatial resolution of the IR camera is limited to the smallest
area a single pixel can detect. This was calculated to be
0.05 mm  0.05 mm for a 23 deg lens operated at a minimum measurement distance of 20 mm. Since the average foam wall thickness was approximately 85 lm, the spatial resolution was
sufficient to detect most of the geometrical details.
The IR camera response time was tested by imaging a highspeed steel sheet forming process at powers of 800 W (high) and
400 W (low) with scanning speeds of 50 mm/s and 25 mm/s,
respectively. The temperature was measured on the top surface.
Since the camera measurement range was limited to 150–900  C,
the experimental results were extrapolated below 150  C. Figure 5
shows a comparison between the experimental results and numerical results that were generated with a model that was used in previous studies by Li and Yao [5] and Bao and Yao [30]. The
numerical model could be used as a reference since it had been
validated by comparing the simulated bending angles with the
experimentally measured bending angles. A very good agreement
was achieved between the simulation and the experiment, indicating that the camera response time is sufficient to capture transient
temperature phenomena during the laser-forming processes.

Fig. 5 Experimental and numerical temperature history
response during steel sheet laser forming at 800 W—50 mm/s
(high) and 400 W—25 mm/s (low)
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Fig. 6 (a) and (c) The experimental top and bottom temperature distributions, respectively,
and (b) and (d) the numerical (Kelvin-cell) top and bottom temperature distributions, respectively, after a 2 s exposure to a 30 W laser with a 6 mm radius

4.2 Stationary Heating Source. In the laser-forming processes, power levels are normally chosen such that no melting and
detrimental microstructural changes occur even at the highest
experienced temperature. In the current study, the power levels
had to be chosen more conservatively to prevent even thin walls
from melting. However, no special consideration was given to
microstructural changes since it was assumed that microstructural
changes have a negligible effect on the heat transfer.
To ensure that no melting occurs, a low power of 30 W was
used with a large defocused laser beam radius of 6 mm. Note that
in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3, only the Kelvin-cell model was used for the
numerical simulations. Since the Kelvin-cell model represents a
good middle ground between the simplicity of the equivalent
model and the complexity of the voxel model, it was used representatively for all the numerical models. The comparison between
the three models will be performed in Sec. 4.5.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the experimental and numerical
temperature distribution on the top surface. The top surface was
imaged at an angle of 45 deg after the completion of the 2 s pulse
at 30 W. In general, a good agreement was achieved between the
experimental and numerical color contours. Figures 6(c) and 6(d)
show the corresponding experimental and numerical color contours on the bottom surface. In the experiment, the maximum temperature magnitudes were slightly higher than the numerical ones,
which can be attributed to the geometrical assumptions of the
Kelvin-cell model. In the real foam, the cell walls were very thin
and were oriented almost perfectly perpendicular to the top surface. As a consequence, the laser irradiation was mostly absorbed
within the cavities, and the heat could easily conduct to the bottom of the specimen. In the Kelvin-cell model, on the other hand,
the cell walls were thicker (since the thickness was constant in the
entire model), and the cell walls were oriented at an angle relative
to the top surface (see Sec. 4.5). Therefore, the cell walls could
absorb a majority of the incoming heat flux, and the heat needed
to conduct through a greater distance to reach the bottom surface.
This discrepancy in the absorption could be remedied by using
spherical cavities as was done by Zhang et al. [17]. However, the
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

minimum volume fraction of spherical cavity models is around
27%, which is much higher than the 11% volume fraction of the
foam that was used in this study. The volume fraction could
potentially be reduced by randomizing the cavity geometry, size,
and orientation as was done for ellipsoidal cavities by De Giorgi
et al. [27]. Yet, that approach significantly increases the model
complexity and thus reduces the benefit of using an approximate
geometry. It can be concluded that the Kelvin-cell model has the
advantage of achieving a volume fraction of precisely 11% while
being rather simple to model, but it comes at the cost of a rather
crude geometrical approximation.
Figure 7 shows the experimental and numerical radial temperature distributions on the top surface after 0.5 s, 1 s, and 2 s during
the laser pulse. In both the experiment and the simulation, the
temperature distribution maintained the same profile throughout
the laser pulse, which approximately mirrored the Gaussian profile
of the incoming laser irradiation. During the laser pulse, the temperature profile simply shifted up, indicating that the material
underwent uniform heating throughout the pulse.
Figure 8 shows the experimental and numerical temperature
history on the top and bottom surface during the 2 s laser pulse. It
also shows the transient temperature gradient that was calculated
by subtracting the bottom temperature from the top temperature.
Overall, a very good agreement was achieved between the experimental and numerical results for the top, bottom, and the gradient.
The bottom numerical temperature was again slightly lower than
the experimental one for the same reason that was explained earlier. As a consequence, the Kelvin-cell model slightly overestimated the gradient. From both the experiment and the simulation,
it is evident that a steep temperature gradient develops quickly
when Al-foam is subjected to a laser pulse. The experimental and
numerical time constants of the gradient were 0.18 s and 0.2 s,
respectively. It can further be observed that the bottom temperature rise was delayed relative to the top. Interestingly, once the
bottom temperature started to rise, it kept rising at the same rate
as the top, such that a constant gradient was maintained throughout the rest of the laser exposure.
DECEMBER 2016, Vol. 138 / 121008-5
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Fig. 7 (a) Experimental and (b) numerical (Kelvin-cell) temperature distribution from the laser center to the edge of
the laser source after a 30 W laser exposure with a 6 mm radius. The experimental data are averaged over 15 specimens, and standard errors are shown.

Fig. 8 (a) Experimental and (b) numerical (Kelvin-cell) temperature history plots during a 2 s exposure to a 30 W defocused
laser beam with a 6 mm radius. The experimental data are averaged over 15 specimens, and standard errors are shown.

4.3 Moving Heating Source. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the
top experimental and numerical temperature history plots during
laser scans at 50 W with a 6 mm radius at scanning speeds of
2.5 mm/s, 3.33 mm/s, and 5 mm/s. Note that the laser powers had
to be kept low to prevent thin cell structures from melting, as
explained in Sec. 4.2. In order to maintain similar line energies as
in solid laser forming, the scanning speeds had to be reduced as
well. Further, note that the experimental plots were extrapolated
below 150  C due to the camera range limit. To explain these
results, two phenomena need to be discussed, which occur when
the laser scanning speed is increased. First, the incoming heat flux
is reduced since the material is subjected to the laser for a shorter
amount of time. Second, there is less time for the heat to diffuse
away from the top surface, as shown by Li and Yao [5]. These
phenomena work against each other since the former decreases
the top temperature while the latter increases it. As can be seen in
Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), the first phenomenon was dominant in the
experiment because the temperature increased significantly with
decreasing scanning speed. In the simulation, on the other hand,
the temperature difference was much smaller, indicating that the
second phenomenon was dominant. This discrepancy is related to
the difference in the absorption that was explained in Sec. 4.2. In
the experiment, the heat could quickly diffuse to the bottom, even
at elevated scanning speeds. In the Kelvin-cell model, on the other
121008-6 / Vol. 138, DECEMBER 2016

hand, the heat remained trapped close to the top surface. At higher
scanning speeds, the heat was unable to diffuse away quickly, and
the temperature therefore increased substantially. The bottom
temperature history plots of Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) confirm these
observations since the experimental temperatures were much
greater than the numerical ones.
Figure 10 shows the maximum experimental and numerical
temperature gradients during a 50 W laser scan at 2.5 mm/s,
3.33 mm/s, and 5 mm/s. The gradients were obtained by subtracting the bottom temperature distributions from the top temperature
distributions and extracting the maximum values. The experimental and numerical gradients differed in magnitude since the numerical bottom temperatures in Fig. 9 were lower than the
experimental bottom temperatures. In both the experiment and the
simulation, the gradient decreased with increasing scanning speed.
This result is intuitive because the gradient had less time to establish with increasing scanning speed. Moreover, it is obvious from
the results in Fig. 9 that the decrease in the top temperature with
increasing speed was greater than the corresponding decrease in
the bottom temperature.
4.4 Fourier Number. In laser forming of solid metals, three
bending mechanisms have been identified, which are the
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 9 (a) and (c) The experimental top and bottom temperature history plots, and (b) and (d) the numerical (Kelvincell) top and bottom temperature history plots at scanning speeds 2.5 mm/s, 3.33 mm/s, and 5 mm/s, respectively. The
laser power was 50 W with a beam radius of 6 mm. The experimental results were averaged over 20 test runs, and
standard errors are shown.

temperature gradient mechanism (TGM), buckling mechanism
(BM), and upsetting mechanism (UM) [31]. Moreover, the Fourier
number was found to be a good indicator of which bending mechanism is dominant. It can be expressed as
Fo ¼

Fig. 10 Experimental and numerical (Kelvin-cell) maximum
temperature gradients during 50 W scans with a 6 mm beam radius at 2.5 mm/s, 3.33 mm/s, and 5 mm/s, respectively. Standard
errors are shown for the experimental data.

Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Da
vt2

(6)

where D is the laser diameter, a is the foam thermal diffusivity, v
is the laser scanning speed, and t is the sheet thickness. For
Fo < 1, TGM is expected to be the dominating mechanism,
whereas Fo > 1 indicates that BM or UM is the dominating mechanism. In order to determine whether the same threshold is valid
for foams, the foam Fourier numbers need to be compared to the
corresponding solid Fourier numbers. In foams, the laser diameters are generally bigger and the scanning speeds are lower than in
solids since the laser power needs to be kept low. At the same
time, foams have much smaller thermal diffusivities compared to
solids, while foam sheet thicknesses are comparatively larger.
Since the Fourier number is inversely proportional to the square
of the thickness and only linearly dependent on the remaining variables, the Fourier numbers of foams should generally be lower
than the corresponding solid Fourier numbers. Thus, based on this
analysis, TGM should always be the dominant bending
mechanism.
DECEMBER 2016, Vol. 138 / 121008-7
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Fig. 11 Typical color contours of the (a) equivalent model, (b) Kelvin-cell model, and (c) voxel model during a laser scan.
Legends are omitted since the color contours are used for a qualitative comparison.

Moreover, even if the Fourier number was greater than one,
BM and UM could not occur in foams. In order for BM and UM
to be dominant, the material needs to be able to develop high compressive stresses to allow buckling or thickening. Due to the thin
cell walls, however, foams crush before such high compressive
stresses can develop. Therefore, it is not necessary to specify a
threshold on the Fourier number since TGM is the only possible
bending mechanism for foams.
4.5 Numerical Model Comparison. In this section, the
equivalent, Kelvin-cell, and voxel models are compared with each
other and with experimental results. Before starting the comparison, several comments need to be made about the equivalent
model. Since equivalent models use a simple solid geometry,
extreme care needs to be taken in the determination of the equivalent thermal conductivity. The three different approaches introduced in the background were contrasted. The Voronoi-structure
method and the visual method yielded shape factors of 0.43 and
0.46, which resulted in equivalent thermal conductivities of
keq ¼ 8.1 W/m K and keq ¼ 8.7 W/m K, respectively. The experimentally tuned equivalent thermal conductivity turned out to be
keq ¼ 10.5 W/m K. Thus, there was a rather significant disparity in
the results, which is based on the underlying assumptions of the
different methods. In the Voronoi-structure method, it was
assumed that the foam structure could be approximated by randomly oriented honeycombs with constant wall thicknesses. Since
solid aluminum is accumulated between cavities in the actual
foam, the geometrical approximations in the Voronoi-structure
were still too crude despite the randomized cell distribution. A
higher level of accuracy was achieved with the visual method in
which the cell wall areas and the cell wall orientations were taken
into account. However, the model accuracy was still limited since
the mass distribution was not taken into account. This becomes
clear from the fact that the visual method would predict the same
shape factors for foams with huge and tiny cells as long as their
cell walls have the same overall area and average orientation. In
this specific case, the experimentally tuned thermal conductivity
yielded the best results since it was directly tuned with laserforming thermal data. Overall, this comparison emphasized that
the choice of the equivalent thermal conductivity evaluation
method has a high impact on the performance of the equivalent
model, especially for foams with small solid volume fractions.
Figure 11 shows the typical color contour plots of the equivalent, Kelvin-cell, and voxel models during a laser scan. In the
equivalent model, all the incoming laser irradiations were
absorbed at the top surface (z ¼ 10 mm). Therefore, heating was
extremely localized and the isotherms were very shallow close to
the top surface. Moreover, the isotherms were rather wide in the
x- and y-directions, indicating that the heat could easily escape
along the side of the specimen. As a consequence, less heat could
reach the bottom surface, and the temperature magnitude on the
bottom surface was reduced. In the Kelvin-cell model, the laser
irradiation could penetrate into the material, which caused the
121008-8 / Vol. 138, DECEMBER 2016

isotherms to be spaced farther apart in the z-direction. Yet, since
the cell walls were oriented at an angle at the top surface, a majority of the incoming heat flux was still absorbed close to the top
surface. In the voxel model, the laser could penetrate deeply into
the material since the thin cell walls were almost perpendicular to
the top surface. As a consequence, the heat flux was mainly
absorbed inside the cavities. The isotherms were thus spaced further apart in the z-direction, indicating that more heat could reach
the bottom surface. Overall, the temperature distribution of the
voxel model was most realistic, while the equivalent model
induced significant errors due to inaccurate top surface boundary
conditions.
Figure 12 shows the cross-sectional heat flux vectors of the different numerical models during a laser scan. The figure clearly
illustrates the differences in the absorption schemes that were discussed in Fig. 11. In the equivalent model, the heat was absorbed
entirely at the top surface (z ¼ 10 mm), while in the voxel model,
the heat could penetrate even further into the material than in the
Kelvin-cell model due to the different cell wall orientations and
thicknesses. The figure further illustrates differences in the heat
flow patterns. In the equivalent model, the heat could diffuse
away radially from the top surface, which overestimated the heat
transfer in y-direction and underestimated the heat transfer to the
bottom surface. In the explicit porous models, on the other hand,
the heat was channeled through the thin cell walls since it was
assumed that the heat transfer through the cavities is negligible.
As a consequence, the topmost cavities created a barrier for the
heat transfer in the y-direction, and less heat could escape along
the side of the specimen. In the voxel model, the heat flow was
additionally obstructed in locations where cell walls were interrupted or of a small thickness. Thus, the voxel model again provided the most realistic heat flow simulation since it contained the
highest level of geometrical details.
Figure 13 compares the top and bottom temperature history
plots of the experiment and the three numerical models during a
2 s laser pulse with a 6 mm radius at 30 W. On the top surface, the
Kelvin-cell and the equivalent models agreed well with the experimental results. In the voxel model, however, the temperature rise
was delayed. This discrepancy can be related to the surface geometry of the voxel model. During the voxel model generation, each
data point of the CT-scan was converted to a cubical element,
called a voxel. As a consequence, the surface of the voxel model
had a staircase structure, which overestimated the surface area
and hence the convective heat losses. Due to the increased convective losses, the rise in the temperature was delayed. On the bottom surface, the equivalent model predicted a very small
temperature rise, which is related to the fact that the entire laser
irradiation was absorbed at the top surface as shown previously.
The Kelvin-cell and voxel model predictions were much closer to
the experimental results, which is again consistent with the previous findings. Overall, the differences between the three models
could be mostly attributed to the laser absorption boundary condition on the top surface. If the specimen thickness was increased or
the cavity size was reduced, the influence of the top surface
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 14 Experimental and numerical (equivalent, Kelvin-cell,
and voxel model) top temperature history plots during a 50 W
scan at 5 mm/s with a defocused beam radius of 6 mm

Fig. 12 Heat flux vectors in cross sections of the (a) equivalent
model, (b) Kelvin-cell model, and (c) voxel model during laser
irradiation. Legends are omitted since the plots are used for a
qualitative comparison.

Fig. 13 Experimental and numerical (equivalent, Kelvin-cell,
and voxel model) top and bottom surface temperature history
plots during a 2 s laser pulse at 30 W with a defocused beam radius of 6 mm
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boundary condition would be reduced, and thus, the three models
would yield more similar results.
The results from Fig. 13 can be used to predict the amount of
bending that each model will generate in a thermomechanical
analysis. Previous studies [5,6] have shown that the bending angle
is proportional to the temperature gradient. Therefore, the equivalent model is expected to yield the highest bending angles,
whereas the explicit porous models are expected to generate
smaller bending angles.
Figure 14 compares the experimental temperature history plots
with the numerical plots for a 50 W laser scan with a beam radius
of 6 mm and at a scanning speed of 5 mm/s. The equivalent and
Kelvin-cell models yielded similar heating and cooling rates as
the experiment. In the voxel model, the heating and cooling rates
were slightly reduced due to the overestimation of convective
losses as mentioned previously. In the Kelvin-cell model, the temperature magnitudes were slightly higher than in the experiment
as was explained in Sec. 4.3.

Fig. 15 Experimental and numerical (equivalent, Kelvin-cell,
and voxel model) maximum top surface temperatures during
50 W laser scans at 2.5 mm/s, 3.33 mm/s, and 5 mm/s, respectively. Standard errors are shown for the experimental data.
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Figure 15 shows the maximum experimental and numerical
temperatures during 50 W scans at 2.5 mm/s, 3.33 mm/s, and
5 mm/s. All the numerical models predicted a linear decrease in
the maximum temperature with increasing scanning speeds. In the
experimental results, the trend was not perfectly linear since the
standard deviations were rather large. The voxel model was the
only model that was able to capture the full temperature drop with
increasing scanning speed. This reflects the fact that the temperature distributions and the heat flow patterns of the voxel model
were most realistic. The Kelvin-cell and the equivalent models, on
the other hand, underestimated the temperature drop. The equivalent model performed slightly better than the Kelvin-cell model
since the heat was able to escape in the y-direction along the side
of the specimen. In the Kelvin-cell model, the heat remained
trapped close to the top surface and could neither escape through
the bottom nor the side. Hence, the temperatures could rise rather
high despite the increase in the scanning speed.

5

Conclusions

The equivalent, Kelvin-cell, and voxel models all predicted
steep temperature gradients during laser forming of Al-foam, and
this result was both validated by experiments and theory. The
advantages and disadvantages of the three numerical models were
evaluated. The equivalent model was extremely simple to generate, but introduced significant errors due to the assumption that
the entire heat flux is absorbed at the top surface. As a consequence, this model underestimated the bottom surface temperature, which in turn leads to a higher predicted temperature
gradient. Due to the crude geometrical structure of the equivalent
model, the specification of the equivalent material properties was
crucial, especially since the solid volume fraction was low. In
comparison, the Kelvin-cell model was able to replicate the exact
volume fraction of the real foam without significantly increasing
the model complexity. Due to the accuracy in the volume fraction,
a good agreement was achieved with the experiment for the
response to stationary laser sources. At the same time, the shape
of the Kelvin-cells overestimated the laser absorption close to the
top surface, which limited its response to changes in laser scanning speeds. Finally, the voxel model could replicate the exact
foam geometry, which allowed for the most accurate temperature
distributions and heat flow predictions during the laser exposure.
As a consequence, the model was highly responsive to changes in
processing conditions. The drawbacks of the voxel model were
that it was computationally intensive and the staircase structure of
its surface caused an overestimation of the surface area and therefore the convective losses.
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Nomenclature
Ai ¼
d¼
D¼
fz ¼
Fo ¼
g¼
Gr ¼
ks ¼
keq ¼
krad ¼
q¼
t¼

cross-sectional areas of cell walls
cavity diameter
laser diameter
shape factor
Fourier number
gravitational constant
Grashof number
solid thermal conductivity
equivalent thermal conductivity
radiative thermal conductivity
heat flux
sheet thickness
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Tavg ¼
a¼
b¼
ci ¼
DTc ¼
e¼
lg ¼
v¼
qf ¼
qg ¼
qs ¼
r¼

average temperature
thermal diffusivity
volumetric expansion coefficient
angular orientations of cell walls
maximum temperature gradient over a single cavity
emissivity
dynamic viscosity of the gas
laser scanning speed
foam density
gas density
solid density
Boltzmann constant
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